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Who will you trust
your new kitchen to?
• Over 30 years on the Northern Beaches
• Over 5000 kitchens installed
• Over 70% through recommendations
• Designed and manufactured onsite
Seabreeze Kitchens have built a
reputation that is second-to-none
based on their passion for excellence,
inspirational design, superb craftsmanship
and meticulous attention to detail.
Their Brookvale showroom has 10 stunning
kitchens on display.
188 Harbord Road, Brookvale
Monday-Friday 9am-5pm, Saturday 9.30am-4pm
Phone 9938 5477
Fax 9938 1568
www.seabreezekitchens.com.au
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New showroom
now open!
The trip over to Brookvale is well worth
it to see our newly renovated showroom
boasting 10 beautiful displays and a team
of experts to guide you.
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Welcome to Sydney
Observer’s official first
issue of 2016. In the spirit
of the new year we’ve
decided to revamp
our glossy pages for a
bigger, fresher and more vibrant look. We
hope you like it as much as we do!
The SO office is finding it hard to
believe we have already met February.
School terms are commencing, family
holidays are sadly over, and perhaps
most woefully, we have entered the final
month of summer. Even so, I find there to
be a certain solace that follows the busy
season. It’s a time to get stuck into those
new year’s resolutions and find your 2016
rhythm.
This month we chat to celebrity chef
Pete Evans about all things food and
health (12-14). Inspired by the warm
weather, we dish up the ultimate BBQ
guide (26). And to take you from work to
glam we reveal the hottest must-have
beauty products (32-33).
We hope your 2016 is off to a great
start!

Sabrina
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FACEBOOK: facebook.com/SydneyObserver/
TWITTER: @Sydney_Observer
INSTAGRAM: @Sydney_Observer
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SYDNEY OBSERVER is a monthly magazine published
by Kamdha Pty Ltd (ABN 97 098 661 959). Sydney
Observer magazine, its Publisher and Editor, hereby
expressly disclaim to the full extent permitted by the
law, all and any liability arising from any negligence
whatsoever of the Publishers including damage,
consequential damages, liability, expenses, costs to
any person and/or business/company arising from
any action or inaction by any person in connection
with any copy or arising from reliance on any copy
which is published or failed to be published by the
Publishers. The copyright of all material published
in the Sydney Observer magazine is owned by the
Publisher, Kamdha Pty Ltd, and must not be used
in any form without the written permission of the
publisher. This copyright includes all advertisements
unless photo-ready material is provided by the
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by PMP Distribution

Sydney Observer is distributed to all Ku-ring-gai plus
selected adjacent areas of Hornsby, Lane Cove
and Willoughby. Additional copies are available
from local libraries, selected retail outlets and
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community-focused and personal.
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From the Readers

Letters
Thank you for the suggestions on
summer getaways. The brief summary
on each destination helps you choose
just the right break away.
Alan Kwan, Gordon.

I appreciated the article on
Sunscreens, having sometimes
experienced stinging in my eyes from
chemical sunscreens, I shall now
look for those with fewer chemicals,
or completely physical sunblocks. I
would add that wearing a hat is worth
emphasising. There are some lovely
ones this summer.
Mary Newhouse, Killara.

What an insightful article (An
Education Worth Having), written by
an inspiring educator, who obviously
has maintained an enormous passion
for his vocation. Thank you, Sydney
Observer for including this article,
which so succinctly sheds light on
the roles of today’s educators. Our
children are indeed fortunate to be
learning in such exciting times.
Helen Kensy, Turramurra.

Giveaways
CLINIQUE COSMETICS
A brand famous for its allergy tested, 100 per cent
fragrance free products. Clinique has everything you need for
a fresh and natural look.
One Clinique ‘Superprimer, Colour Corrects Dullness’ to be won
One Clinique ‘Lash Building Primer’ to be won
One Clinique ‘Pretty Easy Eye Palette’ to be won

ELIZABETH ARDEN
Makeup that’s ready to commit.
Flawless finish that lasts all day. This
product boasts advanced shine control
ingredients that are time released to
absorb oil throughout the day for non-stop
complexion perfection.
One Elizabeth Arden ‘Flawless Finish
Perfectly Satin 24HR’ Foundation in Cream
to be won
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HOW TO
ENTER

If you would like to enter any of the giveaway
draws, simply tell us in 50 words or less
what you liked in this month’s magazine. The
best entries will be published* and go in the
running for our monthly giveaway in the next
issue of the magazine.
PO Box 420, Killara NSW 2071 or email
editor@kamdha.com with your name,
address, and contact number by the 20th of
the month.

Local News

Snippets
Rima Martens

KU-RING-GAI’S POWERFUL OWL

Ku-ring-GAI Council has
recently completed a unique two
month surveillance of the threatened
Powerful Owl. The surveillance, along
with critical research, has uncovered
the secretive bird’s nocturnal
habits that will be used to protect
the owls’ survival in the Ku-ring-gai
area. To complete the surveillance,
Council’s Natural Areas Officer and
photographer Chris Charles monitored
a pair of Powerful Owls at a known
breeding spot in Ku-ring-gai and set
up infrared cameras to capture their
movements.
“Despite the challenges that the
Powerful Owl faces we are so fortunate
to have a number of successful
breeding sites in Ku-ring-gai and we
will continue to monitor the majestic
species in order to help protect them
in the future,” said Ku-ring-gai Mayor
Cheryl Szatow.

NORTH SHORE MUSICAL STARS

The Sound of Music production cast two North Shore
children in their show at the Capitol Theatre in Sydney. The
musical held their opening night on Sunday December 13
and is set to stay until Sunday February 28. Jude Paddon
Row from Middle Cove plays Friedrich, the eldest boy and
Madison Russo plays Brigitta, the fifth child. Together they
work with 16 other talented young performers, cast out of
more than 1000 children. Jude Paddon Row has performed
the show at an amateur level before playing Kurt and says it
is one of his favourite shows. Last year Madison Russo played
in Mary Poppins, cast as Jane Banks and similarly enjoys
singing and drama tuition as well as dance at the North
Shore Dance Academy.
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CHATSWOOD’S NEW PRIVATE HOSPITAL

The new Chatswood Private Hospital has opened,
a practise specialising in eye, ear, nose and throat (ENT)
conditions. The hospital is located on the corner of Albert
and Archer Street Chatswood and has a specialised team
of 35 ophthalmologists and 20 ENT surgeons. Run by Presmed
Australia, the hospital is anticipated to not only benefit local
residents but also attract residents of greater Sydney with
state of the art technology. Presmed Australia already runs
two facilities in Chatswood, the Opthalmic Surgery Centre
(OSC) and Sydney ENT & Facial Day Surgery Centre.

COUNCIL AMALGAMATION UPDATE

The State Government is holding a public inquiry
regarding the proposal to merge Ku-ring-gai and Hornsby
Shire council as announced in late December. Being the
last chance to have your final say, the Ku-ring-gai Council
and community is invited to the Pymble Golf Course on
Wednesday February 3, 1pm-5pm or from 7pm-10pm.
Written submissions to the delegate are also encouraged
and will need to be lodged by 5pm on Sunday February
28. These submissions, along with the reports from the
community consultation will form a response for the
Boundaries Commission and State Government to consider
in their final decision.

At Pymble Hi-Fi, we have the time and patience to assess your
home entertainment needs and identify the best solution for
your environment. Our team has over 30 years experience and
can provide you with helpful, professional advice on a variety of
projects including:

• HiFi and Home Theatre Systems
• Prewire of New or Existing Homes
• Multiroom Audio-Visual Setups
• Home Automation

We invite you to re-discover the excitement that the best of the
world of movies and music has to offer!

Phone Kyle Fairhall: 02-9983 9273 or email: sales@pymblehifi.com.au
Visit our Showrooms: 69 Grandview Street, Pymble (opposite
railway station)
SydneyObserver.com.au | FEBRUARY 2016 11
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‘St Leonards Central’ development halted
Stephanie Stefanovic
not progressed past
stage one due to the
pending outcomes
of the St Leonards
Strategic Centre study
(which will set the
framework for future
development in the area)
and the proposed council
amalgamation, which could
affect how Willoughby Council chooses
to use their land.
Meanwhile, the Department of
Transport has also cited the need for
more clarity regarding the alignment of
the new Sydney Metro tunnel at Crows
Nest and St Leonards.
Willoughby Mayor Gail Giles-Gidney
says that Council stands behind the
State Government’s decision to halt the
development at this stage, adding that
community feedback is another reason
for the proposal’s failure.
“The proposal drew significant
community interest and we received

a large amount of
feedback from
our residents. Our
residents told us they
are not opposed to
change, but they did
not support the vision
for St Leonards Central
as put forward by the
proponent,” she said.
“Likewise, Council supports growth
and change in the city, however it is
important for this to be underpinned by
sound strategic planning. The proposal
is for a large mixed-use development,
but this contradicts the Local
Environmental Plan, which earmarks
the area to provide jobs in the centre’s
commercial core.”
The St Leonards Consortium may
submit an updated or new proposal
that attempts to address or resolve
the issues with planning framework,
transport infrastructure and community
feedback.
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For
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Willoughby Council has
recently been informed that the
State Government has decided not
to progress the proposal for the ‘St
Leonards Central’ development in and
around St Leonards Station.
Proposed by the St Leonards
Consortium (consisting of Brookfield
Multiplex and Alto Group), the basic
concept of St Leonards Central was to
rejuvenate the area with a new mixeduse development, built alongside and
over the rail corridor. This would involve
the creation of a 7500m2 landscaped
plaza over the rail corridor with new
connections to adjoining roadways,
new pedestrian and cycle-ways, and
improvements to St Leonards Station.
The concept design also proposed
three new high-rise buildings which
would play host to residential
apartments, retail space, commercial
offices, affordable housing units and a
childcare centre.
However, the proposal has
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MacKillop Grange Retirement
on Sydney’s beautiful North Shore.
Village is situated in Mosman,
on
beautiful
North Shore.
OurSydney’s
modern self-care
apartments
offer complete
Our
modern
self-care
apartmentsthe
offer
complete of living in a caring
privacy
whilst
providing
advantage
privacy
whilst
providing
the
advantage
of living
in a caring
community environment. Mackillop
Grange
offers on-site
community environment. Mackillop Grange offers on-site
management and a 24 hour medical alert.
management and a 24 hour medical alert.
Secure
your
chance
tothis
liveexclusive
at this exclusive
Secure
your
chance
todaytoday
to live at
address
in in
thethe
heartheart
of Mosman.
address
of Mosman.

A

Be
only
2x two
apartments
available. available.
Bequick,
quick,
only
2x bedroom
two bedroom
apartments
Call our office for an inspection.

•

Call our office for an inspection.

•

•

Phone: (02) 8969 3240
Email: info@mackillopgrange.com.au

28 Wudgong Street, Mosman

www.mackillopgrange.com.au
Phone: (02) 8969 3240

Email: info@mackillopgrange.com.au
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www.mackillopgrange.com.au

DEANDESIGN.COM.AU

28 Wudgong Street, Mosman

DEANDESIGN.COM.AU

•

MULTI RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS
COMMERCIAL PROJECTS
NEW HOMES
ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS

MACKENZIE ARCHITECTS INTERNATIONAL IS A WELL
ESTABLISHED ARCHITECTURAL FIRM WITH A VAST ARRAY
OF EXPERIENCE IN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT. AS ARCHITECTS
WE THINK, CREATE, RESPOND AND DESIGN ARCHITECTURAL
PROJECTS TO SUITE THE SPECIFIC NEEDS OF OUR CLIENTS. OUR
DESIGN APPROACH IS TO CREATE IMPRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE,
WHICH IS RESPONSIVE TO ITS SITE, FUNCTIONAL AND ECONOMICAL.
AT MACKENZIE ARCHITECTS INTERNATIONAL WE:
• Work with the client to ensure the projects are well designed, functional and economical
• Ensure projects are completed within strict time frames and budgets
• Are competitive and have a strong customer focus
• Remove the guess work while dealing with local government and their complex
development approval processes

WWW.MAINTERNATIONAL.COM.AU
4/3 THE POSTERN CASTLECRAG NSW 2068 | T 02 9967 9966 F 02 9967 9977 | INFO@MAINTERNATIONAL.COM.AU
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Local News

North Shore star on the rise
Sabrina Muysken

N

orth Shore local Diana
Huntley is currently living
every young aspiring
globe trotter’s dream. Recently
joining the Discovery TLC program
‘Wondernesia’ as a lead presenter,
Diana’s new role involves her jetting
across Indonesia and exploring what
the nation has to offer.
“I’ve had some truly once-in-alifetime experiences. From abseiling
70 metres into a sinkhole to getting
down and dirty in a mud pit, it has
been very surreal. I can’t really say
much more than that right at the
moment, but you should watch the
show to find out,” remarks Diana.
Indonesia is by no means a new
travel destination, however the
program does step off the welltrodden path of Australian tourists to
offer up a local perspective.
“Everywhere we went, we were
very fortunate to be welcomed into
the homes of locals who were so
warm and eager to share their food
and culture.

14
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“Naturally, we came across
remote locations where running
water and other comforts were not a
part of daily live, and it really made
me appreciate the different ways of

“From abseiling
70 metres into a
sinkhole to getting
down and dirty in
a mud pit, it has
been very surreal.”
life around the world.”
Yet despite the camera crew
following Diana around, it wasn’t all
glitz and glamour for the young star.
“You’d be surprised at what
happens off camera. Bug bites are
the least of your worries. This one
time a monkey broke into our rooms
and raided the mini-bars!”
“We were moving between cities

once or twice a week. Sometimes
by plane, sometimes by boat. When
Mount Rinjani erupted and flights into
Bali were cancelled, we couldn’t fall
behind schedule, so we took a 16
hour overnight drive instead.”
Starring alongside Indonesian
supermodel host Nayda Hutagalung,
the 12 episode program is set to take
viewers on a captivating journey.
From the reefs of Raja Ampat, to the
beaches of Bali and the crater of an
active volcano, the show will provide
a cultural and sensory exploration
of one of the most diverse and
beautiful countries in the world, and
one that is particularly appealing to
Aussie travellers.

Wondernesia will air early 2016 on
the Discovery Channel.
tlcasia.com/tv-shows/
wondernesia

Local News

Ku-ring-gai’s Australia Day Award winners
Alex Dalland
When John Dailey started work
planning the Turramurra Lookout
Community Garden seven years
ago, the lot on Rohini Street was
only an empty park. Now it is a
thriving place for young and
old to share skills and learn
how to grow organic and
sustainable produce.
“It was a real surprise
and a real thrill to win the
Citizen of the Year Award,”
John remarks.
“It was a great
acknowledgement that the
garden has been a success.”
This year, John received Kuring-gai Council’s Citizen of the
Year Award at the Australia Day
award ceremony for his work on the
Community Garden, a volunteerdeveloped project which has grown
into a vibrant social space.
“The garden has dramatically
changed from when it first started,”
John says. “As the garden has
gained acknowledgement we’ve
had schools and garden groups
from young children to seniors come
in and learn about how to grow
completely organic produce, even if
you only have a small plot of land like
we do.”
Sue Turner received the
‘Individual Outstanding Service to the

Community’
award for
her efforts founding
and managing The Uniform
Exchange, an organisation
which helps parents buy and sell
second-hand uniforms, while sending
unwanted uniforms and textbooks to
underdeveloped countries such as
Kenya and Nepal.
“I’ve been a mother of school
children for over thirty years. I know
how hard it can be to put children
through school with new uniforms and
textbooks every year,” Sue says.
“I started this business 10 years
ago and now we have a lot of
parents who buy all of their uniforms
from us all the way through their
child’s schooling. We get to know the
parents really well, and they support

us because they love what we
do.”
20-year-old Speech and
Hearing Sciences student
Ashlee Jaensch received
the Young Citizen of
the Year Award for her
work with the Rotary
Club. Also an active
member of the Rural
Health Students
Network, Ashlee is
taking steps to set up
a rural health club at
Macquarie University.
“I’m very excited to
have won the award,” she
said. “I’m very honoured
and very happy.”
With plans to continue
volunteering and engaging in
community projects through
2016, she encourages her peers to
join her.
“You’re at a stage in your life
where things are just starting to take
shape,” Ashlee says, “It’s important
to give back to the community. It’s
a great thing for you to do and it’s a
great thing to do while you’re young,
because as you get older it just gets
harder to make time.”

kmc.nsw.gov.au

SydneyObserver.com.au | FEBRUARY 2016
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Pete Evans:
his kitchen rules
16
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Profile
Sabrina Muysken

C

hef Pete Evans is best
known as one half of the
exceedingly popular My
Kitchen Rules judging duo. Together
with French chef and good friend
Manu Feildel, each year the pair
skirt across the country in a spicy
televised cook off between states.
Made of delicious food, reality drama
and charismatic hosts, the show is
unsurprisingly a ratings juggernaut for
Channel 7.
Yet despite his television success,
Pete’s lifelong love of food extends
far beyond ratings and figures. Food
is much more than a career for Pete.
Food is his passion and his lifestyle.
“For me, my favourite part of any
day is spending time in the kitchen
with my family, preparing a meal
and then eating it together.
“I’ve always been pretty
interested in healthy eating. In
my twenties when I was a chef in
Melbourne I was vegetarian and
that’s when I started to understand
that the food you eat changes
everything, particularly the way you
feel,” says Pete.
In recent years Pete has come
under great media scrutiny for
his enthused promotion of the

controversial ‘Paleo’ way, even
garnering himself the nickname
‘Paleo Pete’. With a wealth of expert
culinary knowledge behind him
and an established interest in health
coaching, Pete came across this new
way of eating and forever changed
his outlook on the relationship between
food and health.
“I had always been pretty
conscious about the ingredients I used
to cook with and had a good palette
for different flavours, but there were
still a few bits and pieces that weren’t
quite clicking for me... I just didn’t feel
like I was firing on all cylinders.
“I first started experimenting with

“I knew I
wanted to use
my background
as a chef to
show people
how easy and
quick it is to
make healthier
food choices.”

my own Paleo way just over four
years ago. To be honest, I had just
experienced one of the lowest points in
my life. I was run down, both physically
and mentally, and I needed to make
a change... I tested it out on myself for
a year before I ‘came out’ as Paleo,”
Pete jokes.
“By the end of that awesome year,
I knew I wanted to use my background
as a chef to show people how easy
and quick it is to make healthier food
choices. For me, honestly, the longer I
eat and live this way, the better I feel
and the more I’m able to achieve.
It has been very empowering for me
and I’m stoked when I see others it has
empowered too.”
In essence, Paleo is a way of
eating that throws back to the
caveman days — where man
primarily survived on meat and
vegetables. In an age saturated
by fad juice diets and quick diet
fixes this re-polished approach to
eating has fallen victim to countless
criticisms from both the public and
health professionals. Yet rather than
distancing himself from a potentially
career ending association, Pete has
continued to champion his cause.

SydneyObserver.com.au | FEBRUARY 2016
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“The paleo way challenges the
status quo and threatens the vested,
profit-driven interests multinational
corporations have in our food supply.
This is a movement that makes the
processed food industry obsolete. It
is about finding fresh food sourced
locally, slowing down and enjoying the
little things.
“This is about educating, freely
sharing information with each other
and talking about the changes we
want to see in our food supply. By
voting with their wallets, Australians are
using their consumer power to change
the game when it comes to what
appears on our supermarket shelves.
It’s inspiring and awesome to see so
many more people becoming more
conscious of where their food comes
from.”
Impressively, Pete commenced his
career as a chef and restauranteur at
the mere age of 19. Since then, he has
cooked in some of the finest restaurants
around the globe and has opened
numerous award-winning restaurants
across the country. And it is not only
the general public who have indulged
in his food, Pete has cooked a royal
banquet for the Prince and Princess
of Denmark, a private dinner for
Martha Stewart, and has represented
his hometown at the gala G’Day USA
dinner for 600 people in New York. Even
with an enviable, star-studded resume
Pete’s career highlight reflects his
humble roots.
“The fondest memory of my career
so far is hearing that our Paleo books
are the biggest selling health and
cookbooks in Australia for the last two
years. This excites me because it means
the message is being received loud
and clear. I also love the daily emails
we get from people doing our program
because of the most amazing health
stories they share.”
On the rare chance you catch
Pete outside of the kitchen, in true
Aussie style, he will be at the beach.
“I love the ocean, I love to surf
and I love my family. There is no better
morning spent than in the surf with my
girls.”

Pete Evans’ new cookbook ‘Fast
Food for Busy Families’ is out now.
peteevans.com

18
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“For me, my favourite
part of any day is spending
time in the kitchen with
my family, preparing a
meal and then
eating it
together.”

Opinion

Heaviest drinkers in a century
Chrissie Giles on her generation’s climb to Peak Booze
2004 was Peak Booze: the year
when we drank more than they had
done for a century, and more than
they have done in the decade since.
Leading the way to this alcoholic
apogee were those of us born around
1980. No other generation drank
so much in their early twenties.
Why us?

It’s impossible to
untangle the forces behind the
graph’s every rise and fall, but I’ve
talked to researchers who have studied
our relationship with alcohol. They told
me how everything from recessions, to
marketing, to sexism has shaped the
way we drink.
Beyond the health risks and
potential harm from drink-fuelled crime,

there’s the more insidious aspect of
Peak Booze: the mental baggage it
has left us with. I wouldn’t say any of
my close friends are alcoholic, but a
fair few of us are more dependent
than we’d like on that cold glass of

white wine or cheeky gin and tonic
at the end of the day. If you choose
not to drink for one night out, you
may find yourself rambling a fictitious
explanation as to why.
The fact that staying sober for a
month is seen as a feat of willpower,
and the subject of charity campaigns

such as ‘Dry July’, shows just how
embedded alcohol is in our lives. It’s
the grease that keeps many of our
days moving. This would be fine if
we chose to be part of the drinking
culture. Sometimes it feels like it chose
us. It’s important for us to
recognise that drinking
should be a choice, not
a need. It’s essential to
be in control of what
you do.
Chrissie Giles has a
degree in biochemistry
and Master’s in science
communication from
the University of Leeds. She has since
been working as a writer and editor
in medical communications, currently
writing on biology and medicine for the
Wellcome Trust.
mosaicscience.com/story/peakbooze
drinkwise.org.au
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Secret to success
Stephanie Stefanovic

T

he HSC might be over (much
to the relief of last year’s high
school graduates), but for those
about to start their first year at university,
the battle isn’t over yet. Much like the
final years of high school, tertiary study
requires a combination of hard work,
dedication and time management.
2015 Roseville College dux Alcina Giang
certainly knows a thing or two about this,
keen to share her secrets to success.
Achieving an ATAR of 99.7, Alcina
was guaranteed entry into her first choice
course, a double degree in Science and
Law at UNSW. Interestingly, Alcina’s older
sister Gloria was also dux of Roseville
College in 2012, and has gone on to
study medicine.
When asked about her tips for
successful studying, Alcina identifies some
of the most common problems that
students face: a lack of time and energy,
procrastination and a lack of motivation.

When asked about her sister Gloria,
Alcina says that in many ways, they
were similar in their preparation for the
HSC. “We both tried to work hard and
balance our lives, engaging in leadership
roles, continuing in school activities and
volunteering.”
It is also clear that the girls’ parents
played a big part in their success.
“We wouldn’t be the same without
them,” says Alcina.
“When we were at school they were
very encouraging of my sister and I in
engaging with many aspects of life and
were always interested in what we learnt.
Their love was always really reassuring
and their own determination in life has
also inspired me to do my best.”

Alcina Giang

Here are some of her tips:

Procrastination
“It’s important to realise when you’re
procrastinating, and schedule it in to be part
of one of your study breaks instead of letting
it occur during your study blocks. If you have
a goal that the HSC will take you towards, it’s
a good idea to write it on a sign and place it
where you usually procrastinate (e.g. above
your desk, on the fridge, or on your ceiling if you
procrastinate by sleeping).
“Think about why you’re procrastinating
and see if you can address the cause.
Sometimes you just need to start on the work,
and then it gets easier to continue,” she says.

Energy
“If you have to choose between an allnighter and sleep the night before your exam,
pick sleep. There isn’t much point in cramming
information if you can’t remember it due to
exhaustion. Try and do your study beforehand,
so you aren’t put in that situation,” says Alcina.
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Christine Gan, Alcina Giang, Rebecca Long

Time management
“Writing a quick list of priorities is really helpful, even if you don’t
follow it strictly. It is also important to find time to relax,” says Alcina.
When going through a study period, “One idea is to [participate
in] hobbies that are less time-consuming. For example, as opposed
to reading a series or writing novel-like prose, my main hobbies in the
months before the HSC became listening to music, walking in the
garden and writing 15-minute poetry.
“This means you can take more breaks, for a shorter period of
time,” she says.

Motivation
“Working towards something is a great way to motivate yourself.
Another productive motivator is a passion for the subject material,”
says Alcina.
Put simply, you should pick subjects that you enjoy and if you find
yourself studying material that you do not enjoy, try to stay positive.
“You’re more likely to spend time on a subject if you can appreciate it
in some way,” she says.
“You shouldn’t depend on negative emotions like guilt or
frustration all the time or else you’re going to be really stressed.”

Education

2015 HSC
WRAP UP
Sabrina Muysken
The North Shore has once again excelled in the
Higher School Certificate (HSC). Abbotsleigh seized the top
independent schools spot, leading the charge of a pack of allgirl independent schools ranking in the overall top 20. Edging
just outside, at 21 and 27 respectively, was Pymble Ladies’
College and Roseville College.
In light of these achievements, it is unsurprising that the
overall 2015 HSC results have revealed female students as
holding a stronger aptitude for the Year 12 exams than their
gender counterparts. In NSW alone, 82 female students
topped our state in a subject, compared to 34 male students
who achieved the same.
Irrespective of final standings, Sydney Observer would like
to wish a sincere congratulations to all the students of 2015.
The completion of the HSC is a mammoth feat with deserving
recognition!

2015 HSC School Rankings
1. James Ruse Agricultural School
2. North Sydney Girls High School
3. Sydney Girls High School
4. North Sydney Boys High School
5. Sydney Boys High School
6. Baulkham Hills High School
7. Hornsby Girls High School
8. Girraween High School
9. Abbotsleigh
10. Sydney Grammar School

AT ROSEVILLE COLLEGE, girls from
Kindergarten to Year 12 engage in
enriching learning experiences that
challenge and empower them to pursue and
attain their personal best in all areas of life.

Our graduates are typically vibrant, confident, articulate,
independent young women who embrace life’s array of
opportunities with energy and enthusiasm.

HSC RESULTS 2015
CONGRATULATIONS to the Graduating Class and
their teachers for outstanding HSC results. Each girl
strived to achieve her personal best and we are very
proud of every student. Highlights include:
•

All-Round Excellence Awards to Alcina
Giang (HSC Dux, pictured), Holly Craig,
Christine Gan, Rebecca Long, Yuka
Nagata, Elizabeth Slack and Karyn Xie
•
Eternity Lim selected for ARTEXPRESS
•
Soobee (Christina) Kim selected for ENCORE
•
46% students attained an ATAR of 90 or
more (56% attained an ATAR of 89 or more).
•
Roseville College ranked 27th overall in NSW.
For a full summary of the College’s HSC results, visit
www.rosevillecollege.com.

PERSONALISED TOURS
Tours with our Registrar, tailored to your daughter’s
specific needs and interests, are held weekdays during
term time. To book an appointment, call 9884 1109 or
email registrar@roseville.nsw.edu.au.

27 Bancroft Avenue, Roseville
P 02 9884 1100 | E registrar@roseville.nsw.edu.au

www.rosevillecollege.com
A school within the Anglican Schools Corporation
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Mission Madagascar
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St Agatha’s Catholic School at Pennant Hills
supported Catholic Mission by undergoing challenges
to raise awareness and funds for children facing water
shortages and poverty in Madagascar. During Mission Month
in December, the theme was “I was thirsty and you gave me
something to drink.”
To educate the students about the hardships facing
children, the school ran five challenges over six weeks. These
included going for an afternoon without technology, a week
of conserving water at home, a day with no food treats and
a day without play equipment and toys such as balls.

The final challenge was to walk for one kilometre
carrying four litres of water. The students wore something
blue as a sign of hope for a world where everyone has
access to running water.
The second part of the initiative was to raise funds for
water pumps for villages in Madagascar. Children purchased
cardboard water droplets for $1 each and then stuck their
droplet onto a cut-out of a water pump. This gave a useful
visual record of the fundraising and was a great motivator.
The children raised $1,302 which will go towards purchasing
water pumps.

Sale on Marblo Rectangle
baths and matching
Was $1699 pedestal basins.
Now $999 While stocks last.
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Conditions apply. See in store for details.

• Learn traditional and contemporary methods
• Beginners and advanced classes
• Classes for adults, children and youth
• Daytime, evening and weekend classes
• Learn with industry professionals

684 Pacific Highway, Killara 2071
T 9880 2885 F 9880 2886
www.totalbathrooms.com.au
We stock & supply:

Was $4199
‘Calla Lilies’, acrylic, Mitzi Vardill (tutor); ‘Following the Blue Line’, mixed media, Cilla Davis (tutor); ‘Benedicta’, watercolour/
charcoal/white chalk, Paul Miller (tutor); ‘Playing House’, print assemblages of various dimensions, Karen Ball (tutor)

kmc.nsw.gov.au/artcentre
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Now $2999

Come and visit our showroom and we can design your bathroom renovation with yo
Our team of experts can help select all your PC items and provide a free measure an

oFFIce FUrNItUre
NeW aND USeD

c om p l e t e

o F F Ic e F I t

oU t S

Custom made
furniture
Desks
Workstations
Office chairs
Board room and
reception furniture
Home-office
furniture
Best prices in
Sydney,
GUARANTEED!

Sydney’s largest range of

meSH & FabrIc
compUter cHaIrS
oNlY $499 Save $200
The Ergo-nomic Air Chair - it’s cool!
“Best ergonomic chair I’ve seen in 30yrs” OWNER, KOF
Dee WHY

824 Pittwater Road

Ph 9982 1077

brookvale 7 Chard Road
Ph 9938 6300
Second-hand at Brookvale

www.kellysofficefurniture.com.au

Education

Reducing back-to-school costs
Alex Dalland

A

ny parent knows that their kids’
back-to-school shopping is going to
be expensive, but they might not know
just how much those new books, uniforms and
pens are really setting them back. According to
not-for-profit education savings plan organisation
Australian Scholarships Group, the cost of
putting a child through government primary and
secondary school is around $66 000. Private school
parents will be stung with up to $429 000 in costs
over their child’s education, according to the
same research.
One of the easiest ways to save on education
costs is with a well-planned back-to-school
shopping list. Sydney Observer takes a look at a
few simple ways to get the most value.

Second-hand uniforms

According to Sue Turner from Pymble-based The Uniform
Exchange, buying uniforms second-hand can often be a
way of getting exactly the same product for less money.
“We sell uniforms for half the school’s prices, and give
the parents back half of each sale for selling them to us. So
effectively parents get 75 per cent off just by shopping with
us,” Turner says.
“New isn’t necessary. Wearing a second-hand uniform
teaches children you can look after your clothes, get some
money back when you sell them and help the environment
by wearing second hand clothes.”
Second-hand school uniforms can also be found on
websites like Gumtree and eBay, with entire school uniforms
selling for as little as ten per cent of the price they would
usually cost. It is also often cheaper to buy brand-new
uniforms from clothing stores such as Lowes, or large discount
stores like Target for everyday essentials.

Stick to a shopping list

One of the greatest challenges doing school shopping
is that kids often get excited about all the new things they
will be getting and will pressure parents into the newest, and
often most expensive, lunch box or pencil case. Cynthia
Ewer, the author of The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Getting
Organised, suggests using the shopping list as an opportunity
to teach kids the financial skills of budgeting and making
trade-offs.
“Once you have an idea of your child’s true needs,
establish a budget amount, and create a learning
experience. A bit of horse-trading along the lines of, ‘Well,
the budget will let you buy the backpack only if we choose
less expensive binders’ can make the limits clear and teach
financial skills at the same time,” she says.

Overcome the digital divide

With technology becoming a more integral part of the
classroom, students are being asked by schools more and
more often to bring their own devices – laptops, or tablet
computers such as iPads – with parents footing the bill.
While major brands and retailers will often offer generous
education discounts at this time of year, one of the easiest
ways to save and get the most value is to buy a secondhand laptop or tablet that has been refurbished and is in
‘as new’ condition. These can be found at most computer
repair stores.
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Principal’s Voice
Anne Johnstone,
Principal of Ravenswood School for Girls

I

t is a joy to have been
appointed the 10th Principal of
Ravenswood School for Girls.
There’s a wonderful old saying:
‘A Teacher Affects Eternity, They Can
Never Tell Where Their Influence Stops’
(Henry Adams). Being a teacher,
and indeed a Principal, is such an
incredible privilege and responsibility.
We are part of an altruistic and
potentially world-changing profession.
I am inspired by our students every
day, and I hope that through my role,
I can make a positive contribution to
their lives every day, too.
So what are my goals as Principal?
In essence I hope to help our students,
and staff, fulfil their potential and
flourish in all aspects of their lives.
We have so many rich and vibrant
networks in our community and across
generations of girls with links spanning
from our founding in 1901. We are
also a day and boarding school that
offers both the HSC and IB Diploma.
It is my goal to promote a sense of
engagement and belonging across
the entire Ravenswood community,
locally, nationally and internationally.
At Ravenswood we are dedicated
to the pursuit of academic excellence
and wholeheartedly committed to
the best in education for girls. We
offer a multifaceted and balanced
curriculum that supports academic,
cultural, spiritual and practical areas
of learning and development. In
experiencing such an education, I
hope our students continue to build

upon their talents and skills, and also
discover new horizons, new areas of
interest and passion.
We are also committed to
fostering our students’ wellbeing
through Positive Psychology. Positive
Psychology is often referred to as the
science of optimal functioning as it
offers a range of evidence-based
approaches and interventions that
promote wellbeing and resilience.
I believe this is vitally important in
seeking to provide an excellent
education as it not only helps develop
character but also promotes learning
and achievement.
Applying these strategies in
an educational setting (‘Positive
Education’) enables us to help our
students discover their own strengths
and how to harness these to find a
greater sense of engagement and
flow so as to optimise their learning
and their experiences both within
and beyond the classroom. Positive
Education also encourages students
to pursue purposeful goals and
meaningful lives; serving causes
greater than themselves and in doing
so being other-person centred rather
than self-focused. It also assists with
encouraging girls to see strengths in
each other, and offers strategies for
fostering good relationships.
In this regard, my aim is to help
students experience greater levels
of positive emotion and establish
optimistic habits of mind that are
helpful in propelling them forward

in their learning and development;
establishing a positive self-concept
and building resilience, so they can
bounce back from setbacks. I am
excited about sharing with our girls the
importance of grit, that is, tenacious,
dogged perseverance and how
important effort and hard work is in
terms of becoming a powerful learner,
and developing and mastering new
skills. A growth mindset is critical –
research shows that if we believe
that we can improve our abilities with
effort, put that effort into our learning
then we will see tremendous results!
Philosopher, Ralph Waldo Emerson
once wrote: “what lies behind you
and what lies in front of you pales in
comparison to what is inside of you”.
I hope at Ravenswood our girls
come to recognise that they each
have a unique profile of character
strengths – be they courage, integrity,
kindness, citizenship, love of learning,
curiosity, social intelligence, selfcontrol, – or enthusiasm and zest – just
to name a few.
Finally, through their education at
Ravenswood, I hope our girls will come
to realise the wisdom and significance
of our school motto: semper ad
meliora - ‘always towards better
things.’ As Principal, I look forward to
helping our students go from strengthto-strength: continually learning,
growing and developing in every way
- and encouraging them to look to the
future with hope, because it really is
bright with possibilities!
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Chatting with Hope

Sabrina Muysken chats with local ice-skating superstar Hope
William-Smith on her recent international success and what
she does in her time out of the rink.
How did you get into figure skating?

“My parents took me to a production
of the ‘Wizard of Oz On Ice’ when I
was three and I loved the skating. I had
always enjoyed watching ballet and
skating seemed to be an even more
exciting version of it, I asked my parents
if I could go for lessons. I started when I
was four, took some time off when I was
starting school but have been skating
consistently since I was seven years old.”

What type of skating do you do now?

“I compete in Synchronized Skating,
which is one of four separate disciplines
of skating. There are 16 of us on the ice
at one time and we have to perform
different elements, lifts and moves in a
synchronised formation. I also used to
participate in singles skating until I was
15, but I wasn’t as suited to jumping and
spinning as I was to the requirements
of synchronised skating. I first joined the
Australian junior team at 14 and qualified
for the Junior World Championships, then
moved to the senior team at 18.”
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How strenuous is the training
schedule?

“My training schedule is currently not
as demanding as it has been previously,
but it’s usually more mentally tiring than
physically when you are trying to be
completely in synch with 15 other people.
I skate anywhere from two to six times a
week depending on the time of year and
my competition schedule. I also have
additional off ice training to do. We often
train very early in the morning or late at
night which can be strenuous on family
or work commitments, but the team
commits to one schedule that we then
stay with for a season.”

Tell us about your recent success?

“I started last year with a high
level competition in France and then
travelled to Paris to train before coming
home, taking three weeks break and
then resuming for the new season. We
recorded a season best score in France
and set a new personal best for the

Australian team in terms of placement,
which was a great way to start the year.
After a tough season, winning Nationals
in December, I travelled to Toronto with
my team for training before competing
in Mississauga where we achieved our
goal of a top ten placement. We then
went on to win a bronze medal in Detroit
at the Mid-America Championship with a
seasons best score.”

Any future goals in the sport?

“In terms of my short-term goals, I’m
looking to stay skating over the season
break to work on strengthening my skills,
before moving to work with a different
team based in Queensland to qualify for
the World Championships. My main long
term goal is to challenge myself each
season with whatever is appropriate in
regards to the rest of my commitments,
as well as remaining injury free. I want to
eventually move into coaching synchro
and giving back to the sport as much as
I can.”

Lifestyle

“My main long term
goal is to challenge
myself each season”
Favourite place to eat on the North
Shore?

“Tapas Tapas in Turramurra is my go
to for a great dinner with friends and
fantastic Spanish food on the North Shore.
Aside from that, my top restaurant picks
are Blu Water Grill in Hornsby and Black
Taste Thai in St Ives.”

Best place to grab a coffee?

“For a good coffee on the North
Shore I always head to Bonjour
Patisserie or the Coonanbarra Cafe in
Wahroonga.”

What do you think is the North Shore’s
best kept secret?

“One of my favourite places to visit
when I’m around are the Swain Gardens
in Killara. They’re totally secluded and an
incredibly beautiful English style garden. I
love walking there or having a picnic with
friends and spending some downtime
there.”

we’re an award
winning salon.
come in and experience our beautiful, relaxed atmosphere

as an introductory offer to our salon,
our team of highly skilled & professional
hairdressers would like to offer a

CHOCOLATE
THIS RICH
DOESN’T COME
IN A BOX.

FREE COLOUR*
with your first cut, valued at $100

shop 3/1335 pacific highway
(corner ray st, opposite coles)
turramurra nsw 2074
phone (02) 9440 2602
www.thesalonforhair.com.au

*terms & conditions apply
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Chamber of Commerce Report
Peter Vickers

Running any organisation
of business people is tough going.
Businesses, by definition, are run for the
profit of the owners. Thus the business
owner has to be convinced that any
activity in which he is being asked
to be involved has to meet this selfinterest. This applies to large as well as
small enterprises. However this year our
Chamber has run seminars on a range
of business topics, hosted “by invitation
only” networking lunchtime sessions
and we have sent newsletters to our
database of all businesses in Ku-ringgai advertising our financial members’
offerings. We have also highlighted
to Councillors the viewpoint of local
businesses.
The latest controversy is the forced
amalgamations of local councils. Do
the businesses in Ku-ring-gai have any

loyalty to our local Council? I doubt it
after being fined for putting out A frames
on the sidewalk, having to provide and
pay for annual fire statements, paying
for the right to have under awning signs
and the latest impost of having to have
a structural engineer certify the awnings
themselves and then paying for the
repairs that are inevitably required. These
may be legitimate requirements but
certainly do not endear the Council to
business. Local Councillors have to satisfy
their voters, being local residents. Local
businesses would be sceptical of there
being any incentive to placate them
and thus would not care if there was an
amalgamation or not. Please do not take
this as an attack on our local Councillors.
They have to be admired for their hard
work and they do have an interest in
local businesses.

I would suggest that Ku-ring-gai
businesses would much prefer an
amalgamation with Willoughby rather
than Hornsby.
The Ku-ring-gai Chamber of
Commerce provides a much needed
“centre” for the businesses in Ku-ringgai. The Chamber represents the
interests of businesses in the area;
helps you to stay up to date in these
dynamic times, supporting your growth
and development by providing the
opportunity to hear business leaders
talk about matters relating to running a
successful business and provides a forum
in which business contacts can be made
and nurtured through networking.

kuringgaichamber.com.au
vickersgroup.com.au

Gifts that keep giving

Stephanie Stefanovic

With so many of our holidays and
celebrations revolving around gift-giving,
it’s fair to say that we’ve all received
an unwanted present at some stage.
Perhaps you don’t have the space at
home, or maybe it just isn’t to your taste.
When this happens, you have two
options. You can either let it sit around
collecting dust, or you can give it to
someone who will actually appreciate
it. It’s not hard to see which is the better
option.
Many people consider “regifting” to
be tacky, but it certainly doesn’t have to
be.
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According to The Emily Post Institute
(a modern-day stockpile of etiquette
information), regifting is perfectly
acceptable under the following
conditions:
1. You are sure the item you are re-gifting
is something the recipient would like to
receive.
2. You have not used the gift.
3. The gift is not handmade or
personalised.
4. The gift-giver did not go to great
lengths to acquire the gift.
It also stands to reason that you
should make sure the recipient isn’t
someone with a connection to the
original gift-giver, just in case.
Perhaps an even better idea than

re-gifting to a friend or family member is
to re-gift to people in need, by donating
your gifts to op-shops and charities. This
way you can help those who are less
fortunate, while clearing out space in
your home and reducing the amount of
waste sent to landfill.
Unsure of how to go about donating?
Red Cross shops across Australia accept
donations in the form of clothing,
homewares, toys and various items to
resell and raise funds to help improve the
lives of vulnerable people. So take a leaf
out of their charitable book and ‘don’t
ditch it; regift it’.

redcross.org.au/regift.aspx

Home & Garden

Turn to the

Terrarium
Matt Leacy of Landart Landscapes offers three simple
tips on how to achieve the ultimate terrarium
For those busy workaholics or
plant lovers who struggle to find the
time to give their plants the tender
loving care they deserve, it’s time to
turn to the terrarium. This hassle-free,
low maintenance indoor plant will
bring life to your home with Mother
Nature’s touch!

Container. Check!

To achieve the perfect terrarium,
choose a glass or plastic container
of your choice. Why not give your
terrarium style and get creative with
your container! It is important that your container
however, has a small opening as this encourages
a humidified environment for your plant. So nasty
bacteria, like fungi, does not end up growing. It’s
also important to remember to properly clean
your container before planting. To make sure
your plant gets the vitamin D it deservers, place
your container near a window with good light
but stay away from direct sunlight. Even plants
need to be sun safe!

Don’t drown your
terrarium!

It is important that you don’t
overwater your plant as it is better
for your terrarium to have minimal
moisture. To find out if your plant is thirsty, use
your finger to feel the moisture in the container.
If it feels slightly damp then there is no need to
add any water. Bear in mind, the smaller the
opening the less water you should need.

Plant away!

For an easy way to plant your
terrarium, firstly lay some pebbles at
the base of your container. This will
assist with drainage and air flow for
your plant. Next, cover your plant with crushed
charcoal and Sphagnum moss. Don’t forget
to use a premium potting mix that has been
sterilised about 40mm in depth. And now for the
fun part, the choosing of plants! Just make sure
they will be suitable to the size of their container.
Plants that react well to warm and humid air will
work best. Some personal favourites; bush moss,
baby tears and small ferns. For a touch of colour,
small succulents such as Echeveria and Sedum
are sure to give your home the colour buzz it
deserves!

Having greenery in the home
doesn’t have to be a hassle. With
these tips as a guide plus a bit of
creativity you can bring nature
indoors and add a little life to your
interiors.
landart.com.au
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The
Alex Dalland
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ultimate barbecue guide

othing quite matches
the taste and texture of a
perfectly grilled barbecue
meal. While a barbecue can be one
of the most versatile ways to cook
anything from a tender roast dinner to
a crispy bacon and egg
roll, it also takes knowhow and understanding
in order to use your barbecue
to its full potential.

Buying a barbecue

When buying a barbecue, size is
one of the most important things to
consider. If you have a big backyard,
an outdoor kitchen with a built-in fridge
or sink might make for a great way to
cook and entertain at the same time.
However, if you live in an apartment
and will be cooking on a balcony,
a much smaller portable barbecue
would be far more suited.

Charcoal or Gas?

As well as thinking about how many
people you will be catering for and
the space you will be cooking in, it is
important to consider whether you’d
prefer a charcoal barbecue, heated
by briquettes or natural wood charcoal,
or a gas barbecue heated with an LPG
cylinder or natural gas through a main
gas line.
“Gas-fired barbecues
are easy to ignite and there
are no messy ashes to clean
up. However, a charcoal
fuelled barbecue will create an authentic
barbecue taste and experience.”
Bunnings Warehouse National Barbecues
buyer Mick Heanue advises.
“To experience the best of both
worlds, use a charcoal gas grill which uses
gas to light the charcoal,
providing a traditional smoky flavour
without the hassle of lighting coals.”
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Barbecue cooking
technique

What you can cook on a
barbecue largely depends on
its shape. Flat top barbecues,
or barbecues which have a flat top
plate are best for cooking eggs,
bacon, onions and tomatoes. Many
people prefer a grill for cooking steaks
and hamburgers. A hooded or kettle
barbecue is best for roast meat and
vegetables.

Cleaning

After the meal is finished, it is
important to clean your barbecue in
order to maintain flavours and prevent
rusting.
“Cleaning your barbecue while
it’s still warm will give you a chance to
scrub away oil residue and food scraps
before they have a chance to harden,”
Heanue says. “To get into those stubborn
grill areas, use a barbecue cleaning
product along with a good wire brush.
Once clean, rinse and dry your grills
immediately to prevent rusting.”

Specialised barbecue cleaning tools
such as the Matador Cleaning range
of products can be purchased from
Bunnings Warehouse stores. Bunnings sells
a range of charcoal and gas barbecues
with features such as range hoods, wok
burners and rotisseries.

Wellbeing

More than just better hearing at Audiohealth
Over the past three years since the
Magee family returned to Sydney and
opened their custom designed hearing
clinic in the Gordon Village Arcade the
local community has benefited from
having personalised service and access
to the latest state of the art hearing
devices.
“Being an independent family
practice we focus on accessing the
latest technology regardless of the
brand. This is quite a commitment,”
comments John Magee, director of the
family practice.
It often means trips overseas to
assess what is available and constant
training of clinicians to keep abreast of
developing technologies. On occasions
we have been the first clinic in Australia
to launch some of these products, we
are pleased that the local community
is benefitting from the latest in hearing
technology.
It is not just the fact we offer clients
such a vast choice of product but it is
the personalised service that we offer
that sets us apart, comments John. We
believe in good old fashioned service

with a smile and our family values are
embraced by our staff who strive to
exceed our client’s expectations. We
keep our prices affordable so more
people can experience the benefits of
better hearing.
The Magees literally have
thousands of ears of experience having
had three generations of the family
involved in hearing healthcare. When
you have this level of involvement you
get commitment and instead of seeing
what we do as work, we embrace it as
a vocation which imparts passion into
what is achieved on a daily basis.
The clinic was designed with the
client as the focus and it is going
stronger than ever with word of mouth
bringing new clients on a daily basis.
“Nothing feels better”, says Aaron
Magee who runs the Gordon clinic,
“than having someone take a genuine
interest in your desires and seeking
a tailor-made solution to suit each
individual’s needs.”
No one solution suits everyone and
hearing loss is very personal, people
can have great sensitivities around

the loss of their sense of hearing
as it impacts on so many aspects
of life, so being treated with care
and consideration is of paramount
importance. Recently we’ve been
fitting award winning discreet devices
and a new device to assist people with
tinnitus that annoying ringing in the
ears.
If you feel you may have a hearing
loss make a booking at the clinic on
94181622. Initial consultations are free
this month to encourage people to
take that step to improve their hearing
and lifestyle.
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Health Corner
Rima Martens

Minimalist Living

Sufferers of stress should be aware
of a way of living called Minimalism.
Similar to the architectural and artistic
movement, Minimalism refers to a
lifestyle based on simplicity. However,
instead of referring to clean lines, this
philosophy refers to a clean mind.
In Minimalism, this ‘clean mind’ is
achieved by eliminating things that
are not-necessary aspects and form
‘mental clutter’. Establishing a few key
core aspects of life such as health,
relationships, passions, personal growth,
and contribution, Minimalism leaves
more room for a positive outlook and
happiness, free from the distractions of
over-commitment.

3D Implant Progress
Dry Brushing Skin

Dry Brushing is a new form of
exfoliation, popular with celebrities for
its ability to boost circulation and battle
unwanted cellulite. With names like
Miranda Kerr starring in Dry Brushing’s list
of users, it may be worth understanding
a little more about it. With any
bristled dry brush and a richly packed
moisturiser simply flick the brush over
your skin in the direction of your heart,
starting at your feet. By stimulating
blood flow and the collagen levels
in your skin, dry brushing tones and
reduces the appearance of fat cells.

SHOP 2, 14
EASTERN
ROAD,
TURRAMURRA
Our experienced podiatrists have
been treating feet in Turramurra
for over 15 years.
Our focus is to restore foot
function and improve quality of
life to our community.
We offer a complete range of
podiatry services such as ingrown
nail surgery, sports podiatry,
diabetes assessments and
children’s foot conditions.
Our clinic has extended hours
available by appointment.

* Biomechanical Assessments
* Foot/knee/back pain
* Paediatric Assessments
* Sports Podiatry
* Diabetic Assessments
* Orthotics
* Acupuncture
* Nail Surgery / Ingrown Toenails

PHONE: 9144 6227
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With the money from a NSW
Medical Devices Fund a laboratory
at Westmead Children’s hospital
has opened and started work on
creating implants for children with
limb deformities. Using 3D printing
technology, individual and specialised
substitute limb implants can be
generated unique to the needs and
shape of the child. With this technology
suffering children will no longer have
to endure particularly long healing
periods or have as difficult a time
completing everyday activities and
movements. The first implant ‘SyMaxys’
for malformed legs, usually caused
by brittle bone disease, is set to be
released later this year.

WAHROONGA OPTOMETRIST
• Professional eyecare
advice

• A full range of fashion
spectacle frames
• Many brand names
• Health Funds Electronic
claiming
The practice also arranges to send used spectacles to developing
countries. If you have any unwanted spectacles that you do not use
please leave them for disbursement.

OPTOMETRISTS
ASSOCIATION AUSTRALIA

Mark Hornitzky, B.Optom. (UNSW)

3/2 Redleaf Ave. Wahroonga Phone 9487 3551

Wellbeing

Back to School with healthy teeth
Dr Ian Sweeney
An alarming number of children
still suffer from dental decay. Decay
rates in Australia have been increasing
since 1996. Australian figures from 2010
show nearly half of children aged 12
had experienced decay in at least one
permanent tooth.
It is specifically the sugary foods
and drinks in our everyday diet which
are capable of causing dental decay.
While we all strive to pack a healthy
lunch, having a second look at what
goes into a school lunch box may save
your child from experiencing pain due
to tooth decay.
It is important to be aware of many
“hidden” snacks in your child’s diet.
Birthday cake, cupcakes and other
snacks may creep into your child’s diet
without you ever being aware.
Many perceived healthy foods and
snacks have very high sugar content.
Foods including fruits, dried fruit,
muesli bars, snack bars, peanut butter,
biscuits, crackers, potato chips have
the potential to lead to dental decay.

Especially harmful are the sticky fruits
and snack bars that stick to teeth for
long periods of time. Likewise, sipping
juice or frozen juice bottles, although
refreshing, will also prolong the food
source for decay causing bacteria.
Water remains the best option for a
refreshing drink.
Many of these foods are hard to
avoid, however it is worth reminding
children of the importance of having a
good drink of water after eating snack
foods.
Cheese is one of the healthiest
snacks for your child’s teeth. In addition
to providing large amounts of muchneeded calcium, cheese also does
its part to fight cavities. Cheddar,
Swiss and mozzarella all stimulate
saliva glands to clear the mouth of
debris. Saliva helps to protect teeth by
neutralising acid produced after eating
sugary snacks. Other good snacks are
nuts and fruit (as long as you wash it
down with some water straight after
you’ve eaten).

Dr Ian Sweeney is a dental
surgeon at Northside Dental &
Implant Centre, Turramurra

Many children suffer dental trauma
from falls while an object is in their
mouth. Bottles, pacifiers, Sippy cups,
lollipops and even tooth brushes will
produce lacerations to the lips or gums
and palate. It is therefore crucial to
encourage children to sit down whilst
eating or drinking.
Protecting your children’s teeth
with a mouthguard is a relatively easy
way to prevent dental trauma during
sporting activities. There are many
types of mouthguards, however the
best protection is provided by a custom
made mouthguard from your dentist.
The mouthguard is made from a simple
impression or mould that can be taken
of the mouth. It usually takes less than a
week for one to be manufactured and
they are available in all team colours!!
Remember: Flossing teeth is the
only way to prevent holes forming in
between teeth and children need to
brush and floss twice daily with adult
supervision until age 12.

NORTHSIDE DENTAL

®

Let our family give your family

A REASON TO SMILE
Trusted by generations of families, our friendly team at
®
Northside Dental can be relied upon to take expert care
of your entire family’s dental needs.
• We have two family dental practices where we provide
preventative and cosmetic dentistry, everything from
children’s dentistry to oral surgery under anaesthesia.
• Patients with special needs are catered for.
• Wheelchair access and a hoist for patient transfers.
• We specialise in treatment of anxious or phobic patients.
Free parking available.
Call now, we look forward
to hearing from you.

Dental Practice

ACCREDITED

Turramurra Practice
1253 Pacific Highway,
Turramurra 2074

02 9144 4522

Hornsby Practice
79 Burdett Street,
Hornsby 2077

02 9987 4477

Visit: www.northsidedental.com.au
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Wellbeing

#Trending in 2016
Sabrina Muysken

The results are in. Here are the top wellness
trends that will have us all talking this year!
Goodbye pilates, hello barre

While last year pilates dominated the exercise
industry, this year ‘barre’ classes are set to take
centre stage. As our obsession for leaner, longer limbs
continues, fitness experts are looking back to traditional
methods of exercise such as ballet. The barre workout
is based around the fundamentals of ballet barre work
by incorporating flexibility and strengthening exercises.
Barre is said to be a complete body work out that will
leave you feeling as toned and sculpted as a ballerina.

Meet your matcha

Meet the trendiest Japanese green tea, matcha.
With detoxifying qualities matcha is generally whisked
into hot water to make green tea, however can just
as easily be blended into your daily juice or smoothie.
Full of antioxidants, matcha helps aid digestion, boost
metabolism, burn calories, lower blood sugar levels and
improve overall gut health.

Seaweed is the new kale

Finally cottoning on to the kale trend? Well
this superfood has officially been surpassed by an
unsightly underwater plant, seaweed. Known for being
extremely nutrient rich, seaweed is full of beneficial
sea minerals. The plant’s bioactive substances are your
answer to healthier looking skin, hair and nails.

Veggetti about it!

For a long time leading health practitioners and
dietitians have warned us off ‘bad carbs’ and refined
grains. Studies have revealed them to be less satisfying,
weight gainers and key causes of inflammation. Enter
the vegetable spaghetti, ‘veggetti’, craze. Spiral
shaped cutters that handle similar to cheese graters are
selling out nation wide. These nifty gadgets take any
vegetables from zucchini to carrot, turning them into a
bowl of spaghetti shaped goodness. Paired with your
traditional pasta sauces, this trend is a healthy take on
popular Italian dishes.
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Pet health corner
Stephanie Stefanovic

Smoking kills pets too

Research from Clare Knottenbelt,
Professor of Small Animal Medicine and
Oncology at the University of Glasgow
in the UK, and colleagues, has shown
that dogs living in smoking households
ingest a significant amount of tobacco
smoke.
The team found that compared to
pets living in non-smoking households,
pets in smoking households may
be at greater risk for cell damage,
certain cancers and weight gain. They
also found that cats are most at risk
because they ingest more smoke than
dogs (whether they have outdoor
access or not), and possibly due to their
self-grooming habits, which cause them
to ingest more tobacco toxins than
dogs.
It is advised that pet owners smoke
outside, and try to limit their smoking
habit as much as possible.

Hatha Yoga Classes
Workshops
Meditation courses

Catching a cold

If you’re worried about getting
too close to your pets when you have
a cold or flu, don’t be. According
to infectious disease expert William
Schaffner, M.D., pets can neither
catch nor spread human viruses. Even
someone who pets your
dog or cat after you
is unlikely to catch
your virus. Cats
and dogs can
get colds, but
this is usually due
to a poor state
of wellbeing, as
opposed to germ
exposure. If your
pet has a cold, it
is recommended
that you get them
checked out by a vet,
as this is usually a sign of
other health problems.

Pets & ‘people’ food

While it is generally best to stick
with pet food, there are some human
foods that can actually be good for
pets. One example is eggs, which are
a great source of protein for cats and
dogs. Just make sure they are cooked,
as raw eggs may harm your pet. Oily
fish (such as salmon) is also good for
both cats and dogs, as it supports
their immune system and helps
to maintain a shiny coat. Just
like the eggs, make sure the fish
is cooked. Similarly, vegetables
make a great addition to your pets’
diet, as long as they don’t have any
added salt. Good options include
green beans, puréed pumpkin,
chopped carrots and broccoli.
However, make sure these foods have
not come into contact with any onions,
grapes and raisins, bread dough,
alcohol and chocolate. These foods
can be extremely harmful to pets.
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Corporate Classes
Private Classes
Sister Vicki Wednesdays-10am to 1pm

Retreats
price’s pharmacy 2 philip mall, west pymble, 2073. ph: 9498 5552 - Fax: 9498 7537
price’s pharmacy
pharmacy 22 philip
philip mall,
mall, west
west pymble,
pymble, 2073.
2073. ph:
ph: 9498
9498 5552
5552 -- Fax:
Fax: 9498
9498 7537
7537
price’s
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Fashion & Beauty

Napoleon Perdis The Ultimate
Contour Palette
$65
napoleonperdis.com

Clinique Lash Building Primer
$31
clinique.com.au

Date
Night
Stephanie Stefanovic

Elizabeth Arden Beautiful Color
Moisturizing Lipstick (Bold Red)
$40
David Jones
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Fashion & Beauty
Clinique Pretty Easy Eye
Palette
$90
clinique.com.au

Elizabeth Arden Flawless Finish
Perfectly Satin Makeup 24
Hour SPF 15 Foundation
$50
David Jones

It’s always important to take
some time for yourself, whether
that means getting glammed
up for a night out with the girls,
or dressing to the nines for
a romantic date night. Here
are some handbag-friendly
products that will take you from
day to night with ease.

Clinique Superprimer (Dullness
Corrector)
$45
clinique.com.au

ModelCo Lash & Line
Superlash Mascara + Liquid
Liner
$24
modelcocosmetics.com
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February Hotspots
Sabrina Muysken

Chinese New Year

Kensington Street and Spice Alley are
gearing up to welcome the Year of the
Monkey, inviting you to come laugh, dance
and dine with them February 6. Amongst
the host of lively characters there’ll be lion
dancers, fortune tellers and calligraphy masters
to entertain the street community whilst they
endulge upon a traditional lunar feast. With art,
performance, live music and plentiful food, this
offer is too good to refuse!
kensingtonstreet.com.au

Courtyard Sessions

The Seymour Centre’s wildly popular
Courtyard Sessions is back for another round.
Taking place every Friday from 5 February to
18 March, it’s the perfect after work remedy to
help you ease into the long-awaited weekend.
A popular family and pooch-friendly event,
Courtyard Sessions gives you the ultimate
chance to check out some of Sydney’s most
talented up-and-coming musicians. Warm
weather, good food, cold drinks and great live
music – what more could you ask for?
seymourcentre.com

World Food Markets

Occurring Friday night from 5pm, Manly
Council’s popular World Food Markets are
being held at Gilbert Park until 18 March. It’s the
perfect place to sit back and relax with friends
and family whilst enjoying excellent food and
great music. Bring a picnic rug and head to
one of Sydney’s most iconic beachside suburbs
to taste some delicious cuisine from around the
world!
manly.nsw.gov.au
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Ginger and Honey Chicken Wings
Preparation time: 24 hours
Ingredients:
• 20 chicken wings
• 1/3 cup honey
• 1/3 cup soy sauce
• 1 sliced red chilli
• 5 finely sliced spring onions
• 1 piece of grated ginger
• ¼ finely shredded mint
• Steamed Jasmine Rice to Serve

Cooking Time: 30-45 minutes

Serves: 6-8

Method:
1. Mix all marinade ingredients (minus  
chicken wings & rice) in a bowl to
make a sticky marinade.
2. Place chicken wings in a wide, shallow
dish in a single layer.
3. Pour the marinade over the chicken,
cover with foil and place in the fridge
to marinade overnight.
4. Heat BBQ until hot and cook the wings
for 15-20 minutes, turning until dark. Be
sure to pierce chicken with a skewer to
ensure they are properly cooked.
5. Serve on top of steamed Jasmine Rice.

BBQ Vegetarian Shish Kebobs
Preparation time: 20 minutes
Ingredients:
• 12 Metal Skewers
• 1 tbsp olive oil
• Seasoning salt
• Pepper
• Cherry tomatoes
• Onions
• Peppers (Red, Orange, Yellow)
• Zucchini
• Mushrooms
* Include any other veggies you
wish. For the carnivores: you may
also wish to include chopped
pieces sausage amongst the vegetables.

Cooking Time: 5 minutes

Serves: 6

Method:
1. Preheat your BBQ
2. Chop all veggies (except tomatoes) into bite size
pieces.
3. In a saucepan of boiling water, partially cook all
chopped veggies (leaving tomatoes out) for 3-5
minutes. This prevents the veggies from burning on
the BBQ.
4. Place all the veggies, including tomatoes, in a bowl
with olive oil, seasoning salt and pepper.
5. Thread all veggies onto metal skewers (if you are
using wooden skewers be sure to soak them in water
first to prevent them from burning on the BBQ)
6. Add skewers to the BBQ grill on a medium-high heat.
7. Turn frequently until cooked.
8. Serve hot and enjoy!
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Sights in Seoul, South Korea
Hope William-Smith

Imagine if you could soak up the renowned historic, modern
and cultural highlights of one of Asia’s biggest cities in just one
day. Well, now you can!
Gyeongbokgung Palace

Situated in downtown Seoul, the Geyongbokgung
Palace encompasses nearly 50 hectares of land.
Constructed in the thirteenth century, it is the main royal
palace of the Joseon dynasty.
The architecture of Ancient Korea contrasts strongly
with the Western influence of the main city and provides
a historic and visually stunning collection of buildings,
including the National Palace Museum of Korea.
A trip to the Gyeonbokgung Palace will give any
short staying tourist the perfect introduction to Korean
history and is open daily for tourists and tour groups to
explore both inside and out.

Don’t miss:

• The famous changing of the guard ceremony takes
place regularly throughout the day at Gwanghwamun,
one of the six palace gates.

Namdaemun Market

Soak up the modern South Korea street market
culture with a visit to the famous Namdaemun Market, a
short drive from the Gyeongbokgung Palace.
The busy market streets are filled with Korea’s finest
street foods and displays. The market is also tourist
friendly and easy to navigate – perfect for travellers
looking to make a short yet action-packed stop off.
Street musicians are a well known cultural influence
on the Namdaemun area. Currently the largest
traditional market in South Korea, it is more than fifty
years old.

Hints:

• Market retailers travel from around the country to sell
handmade goods, making it the perfect place to
pick up small souvenirs and presents like traditional
glassware and wooden ornaments.
• Retail shopping should also be high on your agenda
at the Namdaemun Market, which offers the latest
fashions made and sold directly from quality stores.
The Market operates 6 days a week and is closed on
Sundays.
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Jogyesa Buddhist Temple

Found right in the heart of the commercial district
of Seoul City, Jogyesa Buddhist Temple is the centre of
Zen Buddhism in Korea. Renowned for its urban feel, it is
one of the city’s busiest prayer centres.
Framed by the famous baeksong trees, the temple
is an exquisite display of ancient architecture. It
truly comes alive with the chanting of Korean monks
heading to prayer.
Visiting the temple is easy, free, and comes with the
opportunity to view the National Monument baeksong
tree in the heart of the temple grounds.

Ideal for:

• This traditional temple is ideal for travellers staying in
the centre of Seoul who are seeking a fast and simple
cultural experience.

National Folk Museum

Take a walk to the middle of the Gyeongbokgung
grounds to visit the National Folk Museum, which
attracts over three million tourists annually.
Designed to replicate the traditional lives of the
Korean people over time, the museum is a mix of
history, culture and art that provides visitors with a
clear understanding of the twentieth century political
reformations of South Korea and the history of
Confucianism.
Entry into the Museum is free for Palace visitors.

Specials on
Desktops,
Notebooks,
Printers....

To do:

• Tourists can grab a traditional or western lunch by the
museum, try their hand at writing and memorising the
basic Korean alphabet, or visit the larger, open-air
exhibits including the traditional rice storage shelters
and spirit prayer posts.
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The valley
of the kings
Just an hour by train from hectic
Paris, France’s Loire Valley is a cultural
oasis renowned for fairytale châteaux,
incredible gastronomy and stunning
natural beauty.
ZOYA SHEFTALOVICH
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hen one imagines a sojourn to France,
the immediate destination of choice
is Paris – headquarters of romance,
home to historical treasure chests such
as the Louvre, and sanctuary of wine lovers and foodies
alike. But those who wish to appreciate the best of
France’s cultural capital sans the less-than-welcoming
Parisian attitude need not despair – just over an hour by
train from the city of lights lies the World Heritage-listed
Loire Valley. The idyllic towns of Tours, Chinon, Orléans,
Amboise and Blois (to name but a few) lining the Loire
river and its surrounds are home to friendly people,
incredible history and gastronomic delights.
To do justice to myriad sights and experiences on
offer, you’ll need to spend several days exploring. While
public transport between towns is available, it can be
rather inconvenient so the best way to get the most out
of the Loire is to hire a car or bicycle.

Travel
those looking for a romantic way to while away an
hour or two, the surrounding parkland and hunting
reserve are best enjoyed from a horse-drawn
carriage. Lovers of antique furnishings will appreciate
the nearby château of Cheverny, one of the only
fully furnished mansions in the Loire. For those who
love their trivia, Cheverny was the inspiration for
Captain Haddock’s home in the Tintin comic series,
and its grounds can be explored by foot or from the
spectacular heights of a hot-air balloon.
For fans of medieval French history, Orléans and
Chinon are not to be missed. Joan of Arc liberated
Orléans (once the second-largest city in France)
from the British in 1429. Its people still pay homage to
their heroine by exhibiting her house and hosting a
Joan of Arc festival every northern spring.
Nearby, on the banks of the Vienne river, is
the town of Chinon. Joan of Arc visited Chinon to
acknowledge the rule of Charles the VII of France,
who sheltered in the town during the Hundred Years
War. Those whose interest lies in popular culture as

‘For those looking for a romantic
way to while away an hour or two,
Chambord’s surrounding parkland
and hunting reserve are best enjoyed
from a horse-drawn carriage.’
The Loire is best known for the châteaux and vineyards
that line its rivers and dot the rolling countryside. Most
tourists tend to start at the centrally located university town
of Tours, which is situated at the meeting point of the Loire
and Cher rivers. Visitors can stroll the winding streets lined
with Renaissance-era buildings, visit boutique museums that
house the works of French masters, marvel at the stunning
Cathédrale St-Gatien, and enjoy a glass of the region’s
famed Vouvray wine in a terraced café on the historic
Plumereau Square.
A leisurely bike ride or short drive from Tours is the
spectacular Azay-le-Rideau (see top, next page). On a
small island on the Indre river, it is one of the oldest French
Renaissance châteaux. Slightly further afield is Villandry, the
most visited château in France. The castle has a historically
significant setting (it is believed to be on the site of peace
talks between King Philip II of France and Richard I of
England, and was acquired by Napoleon Bonaparte for his
brother in the early 19th century), but most visitors come here
to stroll the incredible Renaissance-inspired gardens.
Chambord (see top left), the largest and most famous
of the region’s castles, is also easily reached from Tours. For
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well as history should visit the enchanting
Château d’Ussé, nestled at the edge of the
Chinon forest. This château is believed to be the
inspiration for the castle in both Charles Perrault’s
and Walt Disney’s Sleeping Beauty.
While many tend not to venture beyond
the more popular towns and their surrounding
châteaux, those who stray off the beaten track
and base themselves in charming Amboise
or Blois are rewarded with a more authentic
experience.
The château of Amboise is in itself stunning:
built by Charles VIII, Louis XII and François I, the
castle is perched above the town, its spiral turrets
often bathed in sunshine. But it is the white stone
houses and picturesque patisseries of Amboise
that capture the imagination of thousands of
visitors.
The town is steeped in the history of its most
famous resident, Leonardo da Vinci, who spent
his last years in the mansion Clos Lucé and was
buried in Château d’Amboise’s Saint-Hubert
Chapel. Those who appreciate salacious gossip
with their history will enjoy a visit to the nearby
Château de Chenonceau, known as the Ladies’
Castle, which was inhabited by infamous wives
and mistresses of French kings.
Blois, built over several steep hills, is also
dominated by its Renaissance château, which
looms in the centre of the town. For those
who are fit enough there is nothing quite like

‘The enchanting Château d’Ussé,
at the edge of the Chinon forest,
is believed to be the inspiration
for the castle in Sleeping Beauty.’
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the beauty of the town as you wander through
winding streets, uneven staircases and steep hills.
But the Loire is not just known for its châteaux –
it is also considered an epicurean destination. The
region is a turophile’s delight, offering up a variety
of goat cheeses: the famed Sainte-Maure de
Touraine, an aged hard and crumbly cheese from
the Touraine region; the cone-shaped PoulignySaint-Pierre, which is spreadable and has a nutty,
sour taste; and the most popular of all, the Crottin
de Chavignol, which has made the small village
of Chavignol a gourmet destination.
Local restaurants serve up a rich selection of
salted and cured meats and terrines, and during
hunting season boar, venison, duck, pheasant
and quail are on the menu. The region’s signature
dishes include the poulet en barbouille (chicken
cooked in brandy and served with a blood,
cream, yolk and chopped liver sauce), carpe
au vin rouge (carp in red wine sauce), gâteau
pithiviers (almond cream in a buttered puff pastry)
and the renowned tarte tatin (an upside down
caramelised apple tart).
The Loire Valley is incredible at any time of
year but it’s best to avoid July and August, as
holiday crowds overwhelm the towns. Many
recommend a visit in the late spring, when the
valley’s lush greenery and spectacular gardens
are at their peak. But the autumnal sight of a
carpet of fiery red, ochre and yellow leaves lining
the banks of rivers and swathing churches and
castles is one that will astound even the most
seasoned of travellers.

Designer of fine jewellery
Restoration & Repairs
Watch & clock repairs and Valuations

For exquisitely designed jewellery
DESIGNER
&
CRAFTSMAN

Studio 2, The Walkway
1269 Pacific Highway TURRAMURRA

Phone 9488 8005

info@turramurrajewellers.com.au

Clairvoyant

CLEARING YOUR SPACE WITH
FENG SHUI IN YOUR HOME
Kerrie Erwin
Years ago I had the experience
of learning some very simple, yet
powerful techniques with energy
space clearing. The simple art of Feng
Shui has been around for thousands
of years and has been passed down
through generations. By using these
principals in your home, you can
create real magic in your life as it
opens the doors to new positive
experiences and energy that can
change your life forever.
By clearing clutter, removing
negative energy and placing simple
cures in sections of your home, you will
not only instil more balance into your
life but also productivity and harmony.
Just like spring-cleaning, but on
an energetic level, space clearing
releases negative energy and
encourages positive energy to enter
our lives. Often as consumers we
collect a lot of things called ‘clutter’
along the way that we truly don’t

“IF THE VIBE IN YOUR
HOME IS MORE HEAVY
THAN HARMONIOUS, A
SPACE CLEARING MIGHT BE
THE PERFECT REMEDY”
need. Clutter blocks the natural flow of
energy not only in our homes, but also
in our lives.
Houses can also be blocked by
hauntings, often the clients will find
themselves in what I can only describe
as complete chaos. These hauntings
can disturb the natural balances
of a home, making it impossible to
renovate or sell, and create incredible
disturbances, which in turn stops the

natural flow of good Chi
energy. Family members can
get sick, pets will be affected
and all the natural good
energy will be drained. Once
we have sent the unwanted
spirit off, the home is once
again restored to balance
and we are able to offer good
cures with Feng Shui to create
a better and peaceful feeling
in the home. If you feel you
have an unwanted guest, try
and smoke out the home with
sage and dried gum leaves for a few
days. If this does not work, time to call
in a medium and your home will be
back to order in no time.

Love and blessings,
Kerrie xx
kerrieerwin.com.au

Jorian Blanch & Co
With Richard Fischer

 Conveyancing
 Guardianship
 Powers of Attorney
 Wills and Probate
 Aged Care Law
Proudly servicing the local
community for over 40 years

Telephone 9144 1102 at Turramurra or
9449 4422 at Pymble Ofﬁce
1269 Paciﬁc Hwy, Turramurra. 2074
Email: richardﬁscher@bigpond.com
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Local family owned and run

Alterations • Remodelling • Repair
Engagements • Weddings • Anniversaries
Together we can design an original
piece of jewellery and quote while you wait.
If you have your own gold
• Whether to save or sentimental we can reuse.
• We also buy jewellery and gold.
onsite
workshop

1A William St, Hornsby • ph: 9476 4711
e-mail: kurtsfrt@iprimus.com.au

Clairvoyant

Psychic question
Lynne, July 1962
Should I continue with my occupation as a marriage celebrant in 2016?

.

I feel you will but I also see other changes coming up for you on the horizon
and extra learning as I feel you may be opening up to new studies, due to your
restless spirit and new energies coming in this year. As you are a people person
I feel you may go into learning different types of healing and learning as you
have an avid interest in people and you are a kind soul, which loves harmony
in your life. Also it is important for you to be financial. Next year, there may be a
move and something interstate comes up for you.

Interested
in a Psychic
reading?

Email editor@kamdha.com with
your name, D.O.B and question
for our resident Clairvoyant Kerrie
Erwin.
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14 Feb, 13 Mar & 10 apr
8.30am to 3pm

underCover
Protected from heat and rain!
Information: www.gordonmarkets.com.au
Bookings: Message Service (02) 9418 2373

TEST DRIVE
AND RECEIVE
$ 100/-*

scooters?
Power Chairs & Scooters

TEST DRIvE ONE TODAY!

OPEN 7 DAYS

511 PACIFIC HIGHWAY, MT. COLAH, HORNSBY
*Test Drive any Scooter and receive $100 store voucher valid for one year

www.mobility511.com.au
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Whats On

The Sydney Morning Herald
Sun Run
Where: Dee Why Beach
Cost: $40 for adults,
$30 for children.
When: 6 February, 6:30am
Contact: 1800 555 514

Sydney Morning Herald
Growers Market
Where: Darling Harbor, Sydney
Cost: Free
When: 6 February
Contact:
growersmarkets@smh.com.au

Tasting of the Top 100,
Sydney International Wine
Competition
Where: Menzies Hotel Sydney
Cost: Session 1: $44,
Session 2: $55.
When: 6 February.
Session 1 10:00-12:30pm,
Session 2 2:00pm to 4:30pm
Contact:
www.top100wines.com

The Reef- Australian Chamber
Orchestra
Where: City Recital Hall
Cost: $46 - $70
When: 12 February 7:30pm
Contact: www.aco.com.au
Sydney Chinese New Year
Festival
Where: Haymarket
Cost: Free
When: 6 - 21 February
Contact: 02 9265 9333

Sydney Sevens: Festival of
Rugby
Where: Moore Park
Cost: $30
When: 6 - 7 February
Contact: (02) 8005 5555

James Morrison live at
Twilight at Taronga 2016
Summer Concert Series
Where: Bradleys Head Road,
Mosman
Cost: $70 for adults,
$56 for children
When: 13 February
Contact:
www.twilightattaronga.org.au
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The Sydney Independent
Schools Expo
Where: Luna Park, Milsons Point
Cost: Free
When: 27 February,
10am and 4pm
Contact:
www.schoolexpo.com.au

Disney Under the Stars
Where: Sydney Opera House
Cost: $70 - $122
When: 27 February
Contact:
www.sydneyoperahouse.com
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Maximise your Wardrobe space!
Mention this ad for a FREE basket or shoe rack*

 Affordable quality storage for your
Walk-In or Built-In Wardrobe
 Rejuvenate your existing wardrobe
or create a whole new Built-in
 Innovative internal system
 Wide range of sliding doors

 Prompt & reliable service
 Do-It-Yourself Inquiries Welcome

The Crewel Gobelin
needleCrafT

Tapestry • Embroidery • Crewel Work • Cross Stitch • Classes • Kits • Charts
Specialty Threads • Linen • Wool Blanketing • Felt • Ribbons • Fine Laces
Christmas Stockings • Finishing Service • Needlecraft Tools • Gift Vouchers

 We can design a wardrobe to meet
your needs
 Call for Showroom hours or free
measure and quote
Open Saturday morning

*Conditions Apply

Licence Number: 240039C

www.easyfitwardrobes.com.au
6/1 Leonard St, cnr Hornsby St
HORNSBY  9476 3056

9 Marian Street, Killara NSW Australia 2071
Telephone (02) 9498 6831
enquiries@thecrewelgobelin.com.au
www.thecrewelgobelin.com.au

9 Marian Street, Killara NSW 2071
Telephone (02) 9498 6831 • www.thecrewelgobelin.com.au
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Puzzles

Puzzles

Solutions

WH
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Adven
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DOWN
1. Lawsuit contestant
2. Enrages
3. Tie in race
4. Viewed
5. Delighted
6. Shout
10. Perishing
11. Erupted
13. Foiled
14. Untouched (of
meal)
16. Curved fruit
18. Tiny branch
19. Rim
20. Flying mammals

ACROSS
1. Found
4. Ahead of time
7. Stir
8. Speak slowly
9. Stared angrily
12. Most immature
15. Divergent lines
17. Emotional shock
18. Torment
21. Technical sketch
22. Literary style
23. Perspired

Accor
numbe
group.
service

“Many
dream
more
experi

Northside authorised agent
Washer Service

Washing Machine & Dryers, repairs & sales







• 
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all major brands
covering the hills and
the north shore areas
Over 35 years experience
Graeme Shepherdson
ph: 9457 9162 / 9481 8505
Mob: 0418 679 596

Adven
Langle
route
Adven

WHY ADVENTIST AGED CARE SYDNEY
IS THE RIGHT CHOICE
nWe preserve the unique christian life-style and
culture.
Adventist Aged Care has a long legacy of caring for seniors in a Christian environment with love and dignity. Over the years, the needs of residents have changed and
as a result aged care Providers have updated and expanded their facilities. At
Adventist Aged Care Wahroonga, new and improved leisure and administration
facilities were officially opened 18th June 2015.
According to Member for Ku-ring-gai Alister Henskens, Ku-ring-gai has a high
number of residents over 65. The electorate is in the top 25 per cent for this age
group. With the number of senior citizens set to double by 2050, aged care
services are becoming more important than ever.
“Many years ago, lifestyle facilities like Adventist Aged Care, were simply a pipedream”- said Mr Henskens. “Years ago, there was the notion that seniors were
more a burden than anything. We've got a much better, positive and rewarding
experience for our senior citizens today.”
Adventist Aged Care operates 2 aged care facilities within the Sydney area. Kings
Langley facility is set amongst 8 acres of lush garden yet only meters from T-link bus
route and shopping areas. Wahroonga facility is strategically placed near the
Adventist Hospital and surrounded by 22 acres of natural bush.
with

Apply as a volunteer
and join our great
team!

Roles include:

Support our lifestyle
programs and help our
residents stay socially
connected
Sing or entertain
Reading to visuallyimpaired residents
Shopping with residents
Run a pet therapy
program
Assisting residents at
mealtimes
Drive a bus
Be a green thumb and
help things grow
Companionship
Art and craft

Care,

love

and dignity

Adventist Aged Care Sydney
Hornsby - Kings Langley - Wahroonga
For a free information pack contact us by phone or visit our website.

Call now (02) 9487 0600 or visit our website
www.aacsyd.org.au

Jetmaster,
the ultimate
heating
thisliving
Winter
Jetmaster,
the ultimate
in choice
alfresco
Jetmaster offers a stunning choice of open wood or gas fires and state-of-the-art,
BBQ all year round with a Napoleon inbuilt stainless steel gas BBQ.
glass-fronted balanced flue fireplaces, as well as some of the most efficient, clean
Features include Rotisserie , ceramic infrared sear station, and
burning wood heaters in Australia. The range caters to all homes with inbuilt single
combination charcoal tray.
or double-sided, and freestanding units, along with installation options for existing
Combine
the
Napoleon
Gas BBQ with a Jetmaster open wood or gas
fireplaces
and
new
constructions.

fire and enjoy the warmth and ambience of outdoor living all year
For over 30 years, Jetmaster has been committed to quality, function and reliability
round. The unique Jetmaster Alfresco Log pan allows cooking on your
which is why our brands are coveted by builders and homeowners alike.
Jetmaster open fire with no cooking smells or smoke to fill your outdoor
Visit www.jetmaster.com.au for your nearest showroom and discover a fireplace
living room. Now you can not only enjoy ambience and warmth with a
that will suit your needs this winter.
Jetmaster but real wood fire taste and flavor.

55 Marrickville Rd
Marrickville
9505 8500
167 Eastern Valley Way
Castlecrag
9958 1777
www.jetmaster.com.au

